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The United States and India’s collaboration in the field of energy has always been among the strongest pillars of our 

bilateral partnership. The United States, through the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), works 

closely with the Ministry of Power, Government of India, and together, we have implemented some very successful 

programs such as the Distribution Reform, Upgrade and Management (DRUM) program in 2004 and the more recent 

Partnership to Advance Clean Energy-Deployment Technical Assistance (PACE-D TA) program, which ended in 2018. 

These programs are just two examples of our strong history of working together and how well our engineers and 

analysts collaborate to help progress India on its journey to a low-carbon, high-powered growth.

USAID’s “Smart Power for Advancing Reliability and Connectivity (SPARC)” program, launched in 2018 in 

collaboration with the Ministry of Power, is yet another joint initiative that aims to advance India’s power sector 

reforms by supporting the transformation of operational and financial performance of Indian power distribution 

companies (DISCOMs).

One of key focus under this bilateral program is supporting the Ministry of Power and related agencies on driving 

fundamental changes, including introducing market-friendly policies and regulations; building institutional and human 

capacities; and sharing knowledge and best practices for improving and modernizing the Indian distribution companies 

in India.

As a part of this program, we have developed this report “Enhancing Customer Centricity in the Electricity 

Distribution Sector” in partnership with the National Smart Grid Mission under the Ministry of Power. This report 

identifies strategies and implementation enablers for customer experience transformation in India’s electricity 

distribution sector, and provides a comprehensive analysis of the existing processes, customers’ expectations across 

each of the customer utility touchpoints and also suggests appropriate nudge techniques to enhance the uptake of 

suggested digital interventions.

Thank you to all stakeholders who contributed to this report. I am confident that this report will help DISCOMs in 

better engaging their customers.

USAID is proud of its partnership with the Ministry of Power and looks forward to continuing its path-breaking 

collaborative work to build a more secure, smart, intelligent and customer-centric electricity network in India.
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Transforming demographics, shift in economic power, and advancements in technology are reshaping the 

expectations of customers across sectors and orgnisations and corporations especially in transaction 

oriented business are redesgninig how they operate to move towards more customer-centric business 

operations. The power sector, hithetro a monomploistic and supplier dominated domain, is inching towards 

transactive energy scenerio thanks to Technology, ever competitive Solar and projected Storage options. 

Thus Power Sector is fundamnetally going to change and coupled with increased expectations of 

customers, the power distribution companies (DISCOMs) need to reinvent and achieve customer service 

excellence.

The Government of India (GOI), in the last few years, has been leading the transformative effort and made 

significant strides in increasing access to electricity. It has taken various reform measures including 

initiatives for enhancing customer convenience for availing new electricity connection, distribution of LED 

lamps under the UJALA program, launch of Pan-India complaint number 1912 integrated mobile application 

(Urja Mitra) and promotion of digital payments, among other initiatives.

A key requirement for DISCOMs and associated stakeholders today is to initiate systematic and structured 

interventions that not only deliver better value to the customer but also enhance the overall experience of 

dealing with public DISCOMs.

I am pleased to note that the USAID Smart Power for Advancing Reliability and Connectivity (SPARC) 

Program, in partnership with the National Smart Grid Mission (NSGM), Ministry of Power has compiled 

report “Enhancing Customer Centricity in the Electricity Distribution Sector”. The report provides an indepth 

analysis of customer-utility touchpoints and leading practices followed by DISCOMs in India and globally and 

sets the context for proposed interventions for enhancing customer-centricity in the electricity distribution 

sector. The report also draws upon learnings from leading practices followed by service providers in other 

sectors including banking, telecommunication, online retail, aviation, entertainment, and travel industry.

I take this opportunity to commend the entire USAID SPARC team for developing a comprehensive report 

providing guidance to DISCOMs and other stakeholders on how to enhance customer centricity and look 

forward to USAID partenering with DISCOMs in field to apply and test ways in which the proposed 

interventions can be achieved vis-s-vis exisitng system, processes and resources within DISCOMs.

Arun Kumar Mishra

Director, National Smart Grid Mission PMU

Ministry of Power

Government of India

Foreword
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Background

1https://www.forbes.com/sites/anthonysmith/2017/12/12/how-to-create-a-customer-obsessed-company-like-
netflix/#222622d76d22, last accessed on 11th January 2020

2The United States Agency for International Development launched the SPARC Program in partnership with the Ministry of Power, 
Government of India in 2018. SPARC is a three-year (September 2018-September 2021) initiative that focuses on the 
transformation of operational and financial performance of electricity distribution utilities. The implementing partner of the 
SPARC program is KPMG Advisory Services Pvt. Ltd.

Customer centricity is increasingly becoming an intrinsic part of business strategy. Customers today 
are better informed and have higher expectations from their service providers. This is mainly driven 
by changing demographics, an economic shift, and technological advancements that are reshaping 
the market dynamics. Customers have become more demanding due to the seamless experience 
provided by various service providers such as an omnichannel interface, 24/7 customer care 
services, personalized services, etc. Several sectors that were previously served by monopolies 
have transitioned to competitive markets (e.g. telephone services, airlines, banks, broadband and 
cable television services, etc.). Customers of these sectors have the freedom to make choices. This 
trend is putting pressure on other sectors such as electricity to enhance customer experience as 
well. Electric utilities need to respond to the changing market trends and move towards more 
customer-centric business operations. 

International brands such as Amazon, Google, Toyota, Netflix, etc., known for their exceptional 
customer services, can provide great lessons to electric utilities as they strive to make 
customer interactions personal, seamless and frictionless. For example, Amazon helps its 
customers to make purchase decisions by allowing them to post and read reviews on their 
website. Google provides personalized feeds and updates (news, search results, videos, etc.) 
to its users. Toyota's “customer first and quality first” principles are designed to “pull” 
customer's feedback through various personalized “touch-points” to drive innovation and 

1ensure quality. Netflix  logs and analyzes every customer interaction to predict viewing 
preferences and deliver personalized recommendations. Similarly, electric utilities need to 
revisit the business processes and provide enhanced value-added as well as customer-
centric services such as data analytics, energy management solution, home automation, 
flexible payment options, multimedia interaction platforms (including chatbots, 
interaction through social media, mobile applications, etc.), among others. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the fore the need for enhanced customer 
centricity for electric utilities across the globe. Proactive initiatives of utilities to ensure 
business continuity have led to adoption of new and innovative ways to engage and help 
customers in these difficult times. Many utilities are offering free services, providing 
customized financing solutions for payment of bills, and are setting up dedicated 
facilities to address customer concerns. Harnessing cutting-edge technology and 
digital platforms can unleash a completely different customer experience for 
electricity customers and redefine the supplier-customer relationship. 

In this context, the U.S.-India bilateral program, Smart Power for Advancing 
2Reliability and Connectivity (SPARC) , conducted a study on “Enhancing Customer 

Centricity in the Electricity Distribution Sector”. The study was carried out to 
identify relevant strategies and implementation enablers for enhancing customer 
experience. This report provides an in-depth analysis of existing consumer-utility 
touchpoints and suggests interventions for enhancing customer-centricity in the 
electricity distribution sector. 
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Approach

Summary of key findings 
As a part of this study, the USAID SPARC Program team identified a set of interventions for customer 
experience transformation across all major utility-customer touchpoints—from availing new service 
connection to metering, billing, payment, quality, grievance redressal and emerging services. These 
interventions were identified based on detailed analysis of existing processes, customers' expectation and 
discussions carried out with the various utilities. A brief overview of proposed interventions is shown in 
Table 1. 

Interventions for
customer experience

transformation

Ÿ Provision of new 
and emerging 
services such as 
demand response 
activities, 
distributed 
generation, 
among others

Ÿ Handling complaints
Ÿ Addressing requests

Ÿ Process and 
documentation

Ÿ Time taken to 
avail a new 
connection 

Ÿ Metering 
technologies 
and processes

Framework for each touchpoint

Billing

Payment
Quality and
Reliability

Ÿ Bill generation 
& distribution

Ÿ Payment channels, 
modes and options Ÿ Quality of supply 

and outages
Ÿ Customer 

communication

Complaint
Resolution

New and
Emerging
Services

New 
Service

Connection

Metering

Customer
Utility

Touchpoints

Nudge techniques to 
accelerate adoption of 

suggested interventions

Existing processes
and stakeholder’s

expectations

Figure	1:	Framework	for	Study	on	Customer	Centricity
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Table	1:	Overview	of	proposed	interventions	for	customer	experience	transformation

3 FY 2018-19 estimates: World Bank ease of getting electricity index - https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploretopics/getting-
electricity, last accessed on 9th March 2020

Stakeholder's
Expectations Evidence Leading	Practices Suggested	Interventions

1.	New	Service	Connection

Ÿ Responsive 
parameters in 
the application 
form 

Ÿ Fast track 
procedure

Ÿ Best-in-class 
services

Ÿ Application form requires 
inputs on 50-70 
parameters, and it takes 
30-45 minutes to 
complete. 

Ÿ In some cases, customer 
needs to provide 
technical information like 
estimated load and 
nearest pole number 
which is difficult to 
identify. 

Ÿ In FY2018-19, average 
time taken for availing an 
electricity connection in 
India was 53 days—the 
same in Singapore and 
United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) was 23 and seven 

3days  respectively.  

Ÿ Utility officials visit 
customer’s premises for 
site inspection. 

Ÿ In the U.S. and UK, 
application forms require 
inputs on 20-30 
parameters, and it takes 
15-20 minutes to 
complete. 

Ÿ Under the “Tatkal” scheme, 
citizens can obtain 
passports in one to three 
days. 

Ÿ A new telecom connection 
can be activated in one to 
two hours. 

Ÿ Kotak Mahindra Bank 
provides instant/door-step  
account opening services. 

Ÿ Specialized training on 
customer management is 
provided by Orlando 
Airport authority to its 
staff.

ü Simplify the application 
form—seek minimum 
information from 
customers and provide 
default values, wherever 
possible. 

ü Provide door-step 
assistance to apply for a 
new connection. 

ü Reduce the number of 
steps for issuing a new 
connection – revisit 
Standards of Performance 
(SOP) regulations. 

ü Train the utility staff on 
customer management 
and behavior.

2.	Metering

Ÿ Consumption 
monitoring 

Ÿ Customer 
choice

Ÿ Building trust 

Ÿ No 
disconnection – 
in case of 
unresolved 
complaints

Ÿ Most of the existing 
meters do not capture 
hourly consumption data. 

Ÿ Customers do not have 
any choice of pre-paid or 
post-paid connection.

Ÿ Physical meter reading is 
prone to human errors.

Ÿ Utilities with smart 
meters—Bihar and Uttar 
Pradesh (U.P)—were able 
to achieve 95% billing 
efficiency during the 
lockdown period.

Ÿ In most cases, regardless 
of the dispute resolution 
status, customers have to 
pay the entire bill, or the 
amount based on average 
consumption of past 
three-six months to avoid 
disconnection.

Ÿ Customers can monitor 
hourly data usage for 
mobile phones. 

Ÿ In telecom sector, users 
have the option of pre-paid 
or post-paid connections.

Ÿ Tata Power Delhi 
Distribution Limited 
(TPDDL) introduced a self-
meter reading services 
extended by Delhi 
Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (DERC) 
during the lockdown 
period. 

Ÿ U.S. laws restrict the 
financial service providers 
to close customer account 
(in case of pending 
disputes).

ü Initiate large-scale 
deployment of Advanced 
Metering Infrastructure 
(AMI) to enable remote 
meter reading and 
consumption monitoring. 

ü Provide self-meter 
reading option to 
customers (for customers 
who do not have smart 
meters).

ü Provide customers with 
an option to avail pre-paid 
or post-paid connections 
(once AMI programs are 
planned). 

ü Develop a mechanism to 
avoid disconnection in 
case of pending meter 
accuracy related 
complaints. The disputed 
amount should be payable 
only after resolution of 
complaints.

3.	Billing

Ÿ Flexible billing 
cycle 

Ÿ Timeliness and 
accuracy 

Ÿ Billing cycle for 
customers is decided by 
respective state 
regulators.

Ÿ In the banking sector, 
customers can select 
payment due date for their 
credit cards.

ü Provide customers with 
an option to 
select/change their billing 
period. 
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Ÿ Various studies have 
shown that many 
customers do not receive 
electricity bills regularly. 
As per a study conducted 
in rural areas, about 22% 
of rural customers 
reported that they do not 

4receive regular bills . 

Ÿ A study conducted by the 
Council on Energy, 
Environment and Water 
Environment (CEEW) 
revealed that about 23% 
of rural customers 
mentioned that their 
billing frequency was 
more than three months. 

Ÿ A World Bank study 
revealed that issues 
related to bill inaccuracy 

ndcontributed to the 2  
highest number of 
grievances.

Ÿ The Forum of Regulators 
(FOR) has issued a model 
bill format but many 
Electricity Distribution 
Companies (DISCOMs) 
are yet to adopt. 

Ÿ Regular billing has become 
a norm in many other 
sectors i.e. telecom, 
banking, Direct to Home 
(DTH) services, etc.

Ÿ Long Island Power 
Authority (a U.S.-based 
electric utility) provides 
financial incentives to its 
customers to enroll for 
digital bills. 

Ÿ SSE (a UK-based electric 
utility) provides 
information on a range of 
topics (like energy saving 
tips, benchmark 
consumption levels, etc.) in 
electricity bills.

ü Nudge customers to opt 
for digital bills: (i) make it 
as default option; (ii) send 
periodic reminders; and 
(iii) share information on 
how many customers 
have opted for digital bills.

ü Re-design bill formats and 
include information on 
energy saving tips, 
benchmark consumption, 
Quick Response (QR) code 
for payment, etc. 

ü Implement a Know-Your-
Customer (KYC) campaign 
to provide seamless 
customer services and 
enable Direct Benefit 
Transfer (DBT). 

4.	Payment

Ÿ Enhanced 
collection 
efficiency 

Ÿ Financing 
options for bill 
payment

Ÿ Convenience of 
payment 

Ÿ At all India level, bill 
collection efficiency was 
97% in FY-19. It was 
further impacted during 
the COVID-19 led 
lockdown period (April 
2020) – reaching to 20%-
40%.

Ÿ Few DISCOMs (TPDDL, 
BSES Yamuna Power 
Limited (BYPL), etc.) 
provide financing option 
for payment of electricity 
bills. 

Ÿ In some rural areas, 
customers have to travel 
long distances for 
payment of bills. 

Ÿ DISCOMs in some states 
levy processing charges 
for digital payment. 
These may be as high as 
0.8% of transaction value.

Ÿ TPDDL in collaboration 
with HDFC Bank offers a 
utility credit card 
exclusively for bill 
payment. 

Ÿ Bajaj Finance Ltd. has 
launched #BijliOnEMI 
initiative wherein 
customers buying air-
conditioners (ACs) on 
Equated Monthly 
Installment (EMI) can avail 
an instant credit in their 
'wallet' which can be used 
to pay electricity bills on 
EMI.

Ÿ Utilities in the UK and U.S. 
provide incentives to 
customers for enrolling for 
direct debit (autopay) 
programs.

Ÿ Many banks in India 
provide door-step 
payment/collection 
services through Aadhaar 
Enabled Payment System 
(AePS). They have 
delivered ~INR 412 crore 
(USD 54.5. million) in rural 
areas during the lockdown 
period (April 2020).

ü Collaborate with banks 
and Financial Institutions 
(FIs) to provide financing 
options for payment of 
bills. 

ü Enable multiple payment 
avenues including digital 
payment channels (such 
as e-wallets, payment 
banks, net banking, etc.), 
24/7 collection centers, 
door-step collection, etc. 
for consumer categories.

ü Nudge customers to opt 
for digital payment: 
highlight the benefits, 
provide financial 
incentives and enable 
social comparison by 
sharing information on 
how many customers pay 
bills through digital 
modes of payment.

ü Establish targeted 
assistance programs to 
help underprivileged: 
collaborate with large 
corporates (leveraging 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) 
funds) and Non-

4 https://www.psrindia.com/Upload/Resource/Brochures/Document/Enhancing%20Effectiveness%20of%20Rural%20Electrification%
  20Programmes20190113132751732.pdf, last accessed on 21st February 2020

Stakeholder's
Expectations Evidence Leading	Practices Suggested	Interventions
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5.	Quality	and	Reliability

Ÿ Reliable power 
supply 

Ÿ Timely and 
relevant 
information 
about outages 

Ÿ The average monthly 
duration of outages in 
urban areas was 0-43 
hours during Feb 19 to 
March 20 (in different 

5states).

Ÿ Lack of one-to-one 
communication related to 
outages often leads to 
inconvenience and loss of 
productivity. 

Ÿ SOP regulations across 
states includes quality 
and reliability 
parameters, however 
these are not adequately 
measured and monitored.

Ÿ DTE Energy, (electric 
utility in the U.S.), provides 
weather advisory and real 
time updates during 
outages to its customers. 

Ÿ PG&E (electric utility in 
the U.S.) equips its field 
crew with emergency 
equipment such as water 
bottles, flashlights, etc. to 
help customers with no 
power.

Ÿ The Indian Airline industry 
offers compensation (USD 
160-300) in case of flight 
delays/cancellation. 

ü Avoid planned outages 
during working and non-
working days for 
industrial/commercial 
and domestic customers 
respectively.

ü Adopt a proactive 
approach and one-to-one 
communication strategy 
to inform customers 
about outages. 

ü Inform customers about 
the compensation they 
are eligible for, due to 
delay in restoration of 
supply. 

ü Reassess SOP regulations 
and parameters coupling 
them with clear 
description of method of 
measurement (basis the 
physical infrastructure at 
the utility) and strict 
compliance. 

6.	Complaint	Resolution

Ÿ Convenient 
process to 
register 
complaints

Ÿ Prompt 
resolution 

Ÿ Many DISCOMs do not 
have an official account 
on social media (i.e. 
WhatsApp, twitter, 
Facebook, etc.).

Ÿ Complaint resolution 
process involves multiple 
steps: call center 
executives are not 
empowered enough.

Ÿ TPDDL and BSES accept 
complaints through 
WhatsApp. 

Ÿ E-commerce players such 
as Amazon have set new 
benchmarks for complaint 
resolution by introducing 
“no question asked return” 
policy. 

Ÿ Customer service team of 
Bonobos (a leading 
garment company in the 
U.S.)—known as 
'Ninja'—is empowered to 
take any decision 
(including returns, 
compensation, etc.) to 
ensure customer 
satisfaction.

ü Start with a basic 
centralized customer care 
call center equipped with 
modern facilities such as 
Interactive Voice 
Response (IVRS), 
Computer Telephony 
Integration (CTI), and 
automatic call distributor 
implemented for optimum 
routing of consumer calls.

ü Provide multiple options 
for complaint 
registration—through 
website, chat-bot, social 
media, mobile application, 
etc.

ü Reduce the number of 
steps involved in 
complaint resolution 
process. 

ü Send regular updates to 
customers about the 
complaint. 

ü Nudge customers 
(through regular 
messages) to register 
complaints through digital 
channels like mobile 
application or website.

Ÿ Many utilities in the UK 
(British Gas, npower, etc.)  
have set up charitable 
trusts offering grants to 
customers who are unable 
to pay. 

5 st https://npp.gov.in/dashBoard/rd-map-dashboard, last accessed on 31  May 2020
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Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs).
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7.	Demand	Response	(DR)

Ÿ Increase tariff 
choices  

Ÿ Revenue 
neutrality

Ÿ Convenience of 
participation

Ÿ Offering multiple tariff 
plans has helped energy 
suppliers (such as British 
Gas and SSE) in the UK to 
retain customers.

Ÿ Electric utilities in the 
U.S. provided USD 1.1 

6billion   as incentives for 
implementing DR 
programs in 2018. This 
led to peak demand 
reduction of 12-13 
gigawatt (GW) and 
annual energy saving of 

71.4 billion units (BU).  

Ÿ During a pilot project 
implemented by BYPL, 
customers were able to 
save INR 100 - 400 (USD 
1.3 - 5.3) per DR event.  

Ÿ Most of the pilot DR 
projects implemented in 
India have been revenue-
neutral by design.

Ÿ FP&L (electric utility in the 
U.S.), provides financial 
incentives to residential 
customers to participate in 
auto DR programs. 

Ÿ Financial incentives of INR 
1.00 - 2.25 (USD 0.01 - 
0.02) per unit of energy 
saving were provided to 
customers during the pilot 
DR programs implemented 
in India.

Ÿ BYPL created a WhatsApp 
group to inform customers 
about DR events.

ü Provide pricing options to 
customers. 

ü Nudge customers to alter 
their consumption 
behavior to enhance 
system efficiency.

8.	Distributed	Energy	Resources	(DER)

Ÿ Financing - 
capital 
expenditure 

Ÿ Convenient 
enrollment 
processes

Ÿ Enhanced 
awareness 

Ÿ All DER projects are 
capital intensive. The cost 
of setting-up a 5-kW solar 
Photovoltaic (PV) rooftop 
plant varies from INR 1.2-
1.6 lakhs (USD 1,590 - 
2,120) in India.

Ÿ Lead time for obtaining 
approval for net-metering 
varies from one to three 
months in some states 
such as Madhya Pradesh 
(M.P.), Odisha, 

8Maharashtra, etc.

Ÿ Many studies have 
identified low awareness 
as a key barrier for large-
scale deployment of solar 
rooftop projects.

Ÿ Few DISCOMs (like BYPL 
and TPDDL) and banks 
(State Bank of India (SBI), 
Punjab National Bank 
(PNB), etc.) are providing 
financing solutions to 
customers for installation 
of solar rooftop projects. 

Ÿ E.ON, (a German electric 
utility) has provided an 
online tool wherein 
customers can locate their 
house, access specific 
information like capital 
cost, generation potential, 
suppliers, etc. 

ü Enhance awareness and 
nudge customers to install 
DER projects: spread 
information related to 
environment and cost 
benefits. 

ü Collaborate with banks 
and FIs to provide 
financing options for 
setting-up DER projects.

ü Simplify the processes of 
application and approvals 
for net-metering.

ü Provide one stop solution 
for all the services related 
to DER including 
assessment, procurement, 
approvals, installation, 
etc.

9.	Other	New	and	Emerging	Services

Ÿ Enhanced non-
tariff income to 
leverage 
existing 
network and 
share part 
benefits with 
customers

Ÿ Many State Electricity 
Regulatory Commissions 
(SERCs) have provided 
incentives to DISCOMs to 
explore innovative ways 
of increasing their non-
tariff revenues. For 
instance, DERC allows 
DISCOMs to keep 40% of 
the revenue earned from 
other businesses if 
regulated assets are used.

Ÿ Several utilities (Dodo, 
Amaysim, Origin, 
Commander and Sumo 
Power) in Australia offer 
electricity and gas services 
along with internet and 
phone plans.

Ÿ Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District (an electric 
utility in the U.S.), has 
created an e-commerce 
marketplace of energy-
efficient products.

ü Explore cross-sector 
partnerships to leverage 
expertise and network of 
existing market players. 
DISCOMS can provide 
additional services to 
customers such as 
establishing marketplace 
for selling energy efficient 
appliances, setting-up 
Electric Vehicle (EV) 
charging infrastructure, 
providing home 
automation systems, etc.

6 https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_10_09.html, last accessed on 5th June 2020
7 https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_10_08.html, last accessed on 5th May 2020
8 Study on Decentral energy and DISCOMs - Can They Co-exist? Conducted by CII and BCG 
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Ÿ Some utilities in India like 
TPDDL, BRPL, Tata Power, 
BYPL, etc. are providing 
energy efficient appliances 
like ACs, fans, etc. to 
customers at negotiated 
prices.

Stakeholder's
Expectations Evidence Leading	Practices Suggested	Interventions
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Customer centricity is increasingly becoming an intrinsic part of business strategy. Customers today are 
better informed and have higher expectations from their service providers. This is mainly driven by changing 
demographics, an economic shift, and technological advancements that are reshaping the market dynamics. 
Customers have become more demanding due to the seamless experience provided by various service 
providers such as an omnichannel interface, 24/7 customer care services, personalized services, etc. Several 
sectors that were previously served by monopolies have transitioned to competitive markets (e.g. telephone 
services, airlines, banks, broadband and cable television services, etc.). Customers of these sectors have the 
freedom to make choices. This trend is putting pressure on other sectors such as electricity to enhance 
customer experience as well. Electric utilities need to respond to the changing market trends and move 
towards more customer-centric business operations.

Lessons	from	International	Brands

International brands such as Amazon, Google, 
Toyota, Netflix, etc., known for their exceptional 
customer services, can provide great lessons to 
electric utilities as they strive to make customer 
interactions personal, seamless and frictionless. 
For example, Amazon helps its customers to 
make purchase decisions by allowing them to 
post and read reviews on their website. Google 
provides personalized feeds and updates (news, 
search results, videos, etc.) to its users. Toyota's 
“customer first and quality first” principles are 
designed to “pull” customer's feedback through 
various personalized “touch-points” to drive 

9innovation and ensure quality. Netflix  logs and 
analyzes every customer interaction to predict 
viewing preferences and deliver personalized 
recommendations. IBM introduced a hybrid 
method for product development that engaged 
customers to use the software or service from 
start to finish during the development phase and 
demonstrated the state of the proposed 

10solution.

Similarly, electric utilities need to revisit the 
business processes and provide more value-
added as well as customer-centric services such 
as data analytics, energy management solution, 
home automation, flexible payment options, 
multimedia interaction platforms (including 
chatbots, interaction through social media, 
mobile applications, etc.), among others. 

9 https://www.forbes.com/sites/anthonysmith/2017/12/12/how-to-create-a-customer-obsessed-company-like-netflix/#222622d76d22, last 
thaccessed on 11  February 2020

10 thhttps://hbr.org/2015/06/how-ibm-intuit-and-rich-products-became-more-customer-centric, last accessed on 5  December 2019

India's energy policy landscape has evolved from 
the model of electricity being served by 
monopolies to a newer version in which large 
customers (with 1 MW and above sanctioned 
load) can purchase electricity from open 
markets (under the open access regulations). 
Various state governments have notified net 
metering policy which allows customers to 
generate power locally (through solar rooftop) 
and even sell the excess power to the DISCOMs. 
In addition, DISCOMs are now adapting new 
strategies to provide seamless customer 
experience. The Government of India (GOI) is 
considering introducing retail competition in the 
power sector which will lead to innovative 
mechanisms for consumer engagement. This 
includes the provision of 24/7 customer care 
centers (Maharashtra, Delhi), installation of 
smart meters (U.P., Haryana, and Bihar), 
promotion of digital payments (nearly all the 
states), among others. While these interventions 
can help in improving customer service, there is 
a huge scope to significantly enhance overall 
customer satisfaction through implementation 
of structured interventions across key utility-
customer touchpoints and accelerate their 
uptake through appropriate nudges. 

The India Economic Survey 2019 specifies the adoption of the right tools such as nudges, mandates, etc. for 
influencing customer behavior. Such influences or nudges can not only deliver better value to the customer 
but also enhance their overall experience of dealing with utilities. Application of such nudge techniques is 
common in various sectors across the world. Many countries (including the U.S., UK, Australia, Japan, etc.) 
have set up dedicated units to use behavioral insights for effective decision making.
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In this context, the U.S.-India bilateral SPARC Program undertook a study to identify the strategies and 
implementation enablers for customer experience transformation in India's electricity distribution sector. 
The key objectives of this study were to: 
Ÿ Identify key customer-utility touchpoints and analyze existing processes followed by the DISCOMs,
Ÿ Identify interventions required for enhanced customer experience across each touchpoint, and
Ÿ Suggest appropriate nudge techniques for accelerated adoption of identified interventions. 

The	key	findings	of	the	study	along	with	suggested	interventions	have	been	captured	in	this	report.

Implementation of identified interventions will lead to higher participation from customers in utility-led 
initiatives and significant improvement in satisfaction levels of customers. This will facilitate in forging a 
trusting utility-customer relationship and streamline implementation of future programs in the power 
sector.

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the fore the need for enhanced customer centricity for electric 
utilities across the globe. Proactive initiatives of utilities to ensure business continuity have led to adoption 
of new and innovative ways to engage and help customers in these difficult times. Many utilities are offering 
free services, providing customized financing solutions for payment of bills, and are setting up dedicated 
facilities to address customer concerns. Harnessing cutting-edge technology and digital platforms can 
unleash a completely different customer experience for electricity customers and redefine the supplier-
customer relationship.
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